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SELF-EXCITATION OF A STINGLE PHASE INDUCTIL'1 PULS -EXCITED GENEhATOR

Yu.A. Rornanov, G.A. Sipaylov

The question L.f the power feed of electromagnets which require

high reserves of reactive energy takes on great urgency with the de-

,ielopment and creation of powerful accelerators of' charged particles.

Both a continuous and pulsed power feed of the apparatuses is possi-

bie. Both forms of power supply can be accc~mplished if as the stor-

age devices of reactive energy, capacitive banks or ele'ctrical machine

apparatuses are used. In the developm~ent of electric-machine energy

storage devices with the i'se of synchronous and homopol:%r generatu)rs,

attention began to be paid to the induction rasynchronous) machine.

(_ Investigations on the use of induction generator in pulsed
systems for, the charging of capacitors are a' present being contocted.

The experimental works carrie4 out in this direction 2-e indicative

of the propect of similar synthetic sciiemes_ ,1]. Indicated in wurk

[2,1 is the expediency of the use c.f the in~duction generator with a

capacitve excitation az the source of high pulse puwers, arid examined

is the possibility of the c-omplete conversion of kinetic energy of

the rotating masses intQ electronagnetio energy diri:ng une pulse.

Thus the possibility of using irl~ct,,on 1771-at~rL as ao.xiliary

sources in pulse designs and as the main ujrc- .f r~r h Prier

gies is rather interesting. The mist enticing is "he id-3 of t.

complete conversion of the eniergy of flywheel masses e'c-

magnetic during half of the revuluti-ri of a rotojr. I
The feitiiation of the operation of the inductin ur s-i.:e

genlerator on an inductive load, taking into accounrt the c 7le ,

conversion of the kinetic eniergy of the r,,* r, -:a 'rx rt>-.

Conditions of the stable self-excitati2_)r uf a sinzIe-ha.- ~<
oscillator are unknown. Therefore, in' the stidy uf operatir.g r.

of these machines, it follows to pay spe-iai a~~~



determination of the region of their stablP 'elf-excitation.

The commoni method of determining the self-excitation limits lies

in the investigation of roots of the characteristic equat~on, which

corresponas to the system of linear differential equations of the

voltage of the whole machine. Taking into account the generally

accepted assumptions, the system of equations of the single-phase

induction "%.-hine, in ' he presence of a capitance in the circuit of

the stat or, c~r, be presented in the form [3] of:P

where 'L-- -- are the active and inductive resistances of

the stator and rotor; =QA - inductive resistance of the interin-

duction with coincidence of the axes of windings of similar phases

of the stator and rotor; 64 -LL y - currents of the stator and

rotor in axes 0( , J3  s - slip; p - operator.

The characteristic equation of system (1) has the form:

CLOP k*Ck4PSCL2PI'SP'"' (2)
where

T -Z d. =d

0.L QC..L2'%I~t* tc 7  S)T -I

= X~ I 4(4.I~Tit'I

For determining the coniditions ;n which all the uft the~

characteristic equation (or real parts of the cuorniied r~t~are

positive, we can use tne Hurwitz criterion.

An analysis of the Hurwitz determiriants shcws tha' trhe f-x

citation of the machine is provided at such rat>. s uf theo -r

for whiich the following inequality Is fulfilled:

2
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CL b > 0(3

The most complete analysis of the self-excitaciJn of the in-

uction machines was obtained by solving the equation (2) on a digi-

tal computer. As the studies showed, the zone of self-excitation

actually lies within 0,6(=cLoa.'CL)>=c.> , but its depender:.e ot

parameters of the machines is rather unique. Plotted on Fig. 1 are

boundaries of the zone of self-excitation of the machine, which have

different parameters of thD rotor witidings, in the plane of cucr i-

nates =, and 2. From the curves it foliows that the regin of

self-excitation with a change in paraimeters of the rotor n the in-

terval T1"(ca ,4-4O4O) e's is changed insignificantly. But 4.th an

increase in the resirtance of the ro..or windings, the boundary is

changed, and at Tv -0-0,00I e-s it is degenerated into the point

region at the origin of the coordinates. For checking the ootained

solutions, wz -:cnductad experimental stuJies on determining the zone

of stable self-excitation, the results of which are presented on

Fig. 2.

IA
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Fig. I. IRrgiu~ris of sel f-exc itat i r, Fig. 2. CurrparIs r, k-f tht-.r " ,-
plotted aucording tu the charac- ar~d determir:ed (xeet y
teristic equation (2) f' r a machine bu u rid ar ies u f X 2 C-x~ a'- , "
having the followirng parameters: ize-ne, r w , r rm r-s:OCCL- I;
1 - T2= (10-100)e s; 2 - T2=4) xa m -{.T;r-c [e-.s 1 es; 4 - TZ: u.V crres,
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Fig. 2 conti ued: of the circle (i4); 2 - T2: Lles; 3 - T2:CO.1e's,
x - experimetal points.

From a comparison of the experimental and calculation data for

machines with T,:=O. 12 e-s, it iL evident that the divergencp appears

mainly in the region Xc' M'c. With an increase in the time con-

stant of the rotor circuits, the lower zone of self-excitation (when

C'4'cL ) is expanded in defined limits, and the upper zone is

narrowed.

Calculations on a computer showed that the boundary of the zone

for t.e single-phase induction machine with a symmetric rotor can

be approximately expressed by the equation of the circle

In general, the magnitude of the capacitance necessary for the

self-excitation of the machine must be determined from the relation

C> (5)

Thus the studies conducted on the self-excitation of the sirgle-

prase induction machine showe-d the satisfactory convergence of ex-

perimental and calculation data; the power of the batik of capao.tors

for exciting the pulse-excited generator consists of the order of

five percent of the pulse-excited power.
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MECHANICAL FORCES IN ELEMENTS OF THE POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

OF AN ACCELERATING APPARATUS FROM A PULSE-EXCITED GENERATOR

V.I. Popov, G.A. Sipaylov

Used for creating powerful magnetic fields are different electro-

physical devices the windings of which are flowed around by pulsed

currents with an amplitude of hundreds of kiloamperes. During the

operation, the current-conducting parts of such devices undergo

enormous mechanical stresses, which limit the magnitude of the cur-

rent being passed. The deformations appearing in the windings under

the effect of electrodynamic forces (edf, in the powerful magnetic

field can become irreversible, and the apparatus is destroyed. In

order to design such a device correctly, it is necessary to know the

magnitude and distribution of the mechanical stresses in its windings.

The ability to determine correctly the stresses by calculation means

makes it posTible to create a reliable securing of the current-carry-

ing parts, which is capable of withstanding destruction or noticeable

deformation.

The volumetric density of the mechanical force --ting on the

conductor with a current introduced into the magnetic field equals:

Conseqe:.tly, fur the calculation of the edf, it is necessary t)

know the magnetic field strength and distribution of the current der-

sity. The main difficulties are associated with the determinati1r:

of the magnetic field strength H. These difficulties depend mainly

on the complexity of the spatial confguration of the current-carry-

ing part of the device. They are increased even more with calcula-

tion of the effect of the cirlulpr ferrumagnetic surfaces.

Usually, ir calculations of edf, fur simplifying th prutlem, a

number of assumptions is made. In particuiar, separate secti r_, of

5



the conductors of complex spatial configuration are taken as plane

[5, 6]. If this assumption is acceptable at the small curvature of

the conductors, or when the winding ccvers not more than 600, then

ir windings which possess great curvature and cover angles up to 180 °,

for example, any parts of the concentric winding of the stator of a

two-pole pulse-excited generator, such an assumption introduces a

considerable error.

Secondly, in ,alculations of edf, the effect of f:nite dimensions

of the cross section of the conductors is usually not considered,

i.e., it is considered that che currents flow along the line con-

ductors.

In order to obtain a sufficiently accurate representation about

the distribution of mechanical stresses in conductors of complex con-

figuration, what are the windings of the pulse-excited generators,

reactors, solenoids, magnets of accelerators, and so on, it is neces-

sary to consider the curvature and finite dimensions of the crosc

section of the conductors in determining the edf.

In calculations of mecha:iical stresses in the conductors, deter-

mined, as a rule, are values of the axial F a and radial F forces,

which for conductors of infinitely small cross section can be ex-

pressed by the following [2]:

Fot L ,=(W ()

FOP40- tC c ' , (2)

where C 0  is the axial geometric coefficieit; Cp .- the radial

geometric coefficient: L - current in the curiductrs.

Coeff cier,ts .and CO consider the effe:t of the spatial p s.-
tion of the conductors or, the magnitudo of the edf. Fcr c©;: :__rs

at a dista:ce of h from each other and curved along radius P, c ef-

ficients Cc and Cp are equal to

.1 2R+K~C____

K 1 (100 f 4& [( k) F(
if f i-

6
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where and are the central angles which encompass the first and

second conductors, respectively; K(k) " E( - complete elliptical

integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively; r( 4, K),

E _1,,) - incomplete eliiptical integrals of the first ard se-

cond kinds, respectively; L - the modulus of the ellipti-

cal integrals.

As the investigations shewed, the calculation according to for-

mulas (1) and (2) for conductors of an infinite crcss section gives

a considerable error, for the compensation of which it follows to

introduce into the calculation formulas the correction cocfficient

whcih consider the cross section of the conductors and distance

between their axes.

This ceefficient can be determined by comparing the forces per

unit length of conductors of infinitely small cross section or.d con-

ductors of finite cross section calculated on the basis of the theo-

rem on the proportionality of the edf to the change in energy of the

magnetic field along the coordinate, in tt'. direction of which the

force isdetermined. For busbars of rectangular cross setoion, the

expression for the coeffi-.ient of shape and proximity of the crors

sections has the form:

where h is the distance between centers of the cross sections; a -

width of tte busbar; b - height of the busbar.

In order to calculate the effective force acting on the con-

ductor of finite cross section, it is necessary to multiply the edf

obtained for corductors " f anF irfiritely smaI cross sectior; by the

coefficient k Takirg the stated above into account, the formulas

(1) and (2) for cur.@uctrs of rectangular cross secti,_rj are writteri

'hre furm 0'(
FMp4 = lO"LCpskW (0)

Ir 40JCK (4)

The The table gives values of cuefficient k 4P calculated fr-r f *rm

la (3) for different ratios a , • Ra- - ar!* " -

determined by construction of the cvrd.:.r: a:.d oar. te vared r;

the most diverse minrler.

7
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Table

'-a! I~2 1 . _. lC'3

0,5 I6 "Z,04 1,02 IM 1,00
1 1,00 X,00 1,00 1,00 1,OC
2 0.' " 0,90 0,95 0,97 0,993
9 0,60 0,80 C.88 0,95 0,987

0,50 0,71 0,82 0,91 0,9I

From the table it is evident that for the relatively small

changes in ratios b/a and h/a, the coefficient kp varies in consid-

erable limits. If at calculations of edf the proximity coeffic;e, t

of cross sections is riot considered, at ratios oft~ar wil be ex-
cersiv , ind at b/a<1 it will be understated.

Fu. an estimatf: of the longitudinal finite cross section of the

conductors on the magnitude of the edf, experiments on models accord-

ing to the method discussed in work (3] were conducted. The modelb

were designed so that the distance h between axes of the busbars

rigidly attached to supports could be changed. As i result of the

experiments, dependeces of kw- (-) when .& -. onst. were

taken. On Fig. 1 the experimental values of kp when b/a:2.6 are

applied b) points. Given there for a comparison is the curve of k

calculated according to formula (3) with the same ratio b/a.

4"7

ii
4C 

V

Fig. 1.Deperdence -f Fig. 2.Cjrve.:, f rc'~e r,

when b/a:2.6; - ca .u1atar, a 2.6 atd c rer. f k rA.

curve. Kev: I ) 2'.

claculation carried cut both without ta _r:w ir,* a -__r. '"2 r.'

and taking intu accuur.t the 'oeff c ie, .' -,> , v ro
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ratio b/a:2.6 a-d current of 3 kA. Here the x's cenote the experi-

mental values of forces for the same values of b/a and current.

From Fig. 2 it Pollows that the calculation taking the coefficient

of shape and proximity of the cross sections into account gives values

of forces which agree well with the experimental data. Let us note

that with an increase distance h, ther curves are merged. This is

explained by the fact that the co' fficient k, tends to unity with an

increase in h at a conctancy of b/a. Therefore, ir those cases when

dimensions of the cross section of conductors, at least, are four to

five times less than the distance between them, the calculation of

the forces can be made according to formulas (1) and (2), assuming

that kr = 1 .

The obtained expressions make it possible tu determine the

electrodynamic forces with sufficient accuracy for conductors with

the assigned curvature and cross secti.:n. The examined procedure is

applicable for the calculation of the edf between the curvilinear

conducting parts of different devices in those cases when the effect

of the ferromagnetic masses is insignificant.
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